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With its learning services offering,   IADC

helps its clients in the private and public

sector create a talent-powered

organization—one with distinctive

workforce capabilities that can drive

market differentiation, sustainable

competitive advantage and performance.

THE CHALLENGES OF A

TALENT-POWERED WORLD
Today, in boardrooms around the globe, executives’ attention

will turn to the business opportunities and challenges their

organizations face. The conversation may focus on

competition and the health of the global economy; how

customers can be more effectively served and retained; the

need to become more cost efficient; or the importance of

creating profitable new products and services.

 

Yet according to an annual  survey of C-level executives, the

issue that has increased the most in importance over the

past three years is the challenge of attracting, developing

and retaining the best workforce talent. It’s a talent-powered

world out there and organizations in every industry are

looking for ways to drive performance and create sustainable

advantage by attracting, developing and retaining the best

people.

 

Market forces and demographic changes are making the

talent challenge even tougher. In much of the industrialized

world, the average age of the workforce is steadily rising and

higher percentages of workers than ever before are

approaching retirement. Productive workers, and the

knowledge and experience they hold in their heads, are

about to walk out the door for good.
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From a global perspective, education

and learning are now critical elements

in driving the competitiveness of

companies, and even of entire nations

and regions of the world. Natural

resources, communications and

technology infrastructure, access to

health care—all these are critical

enablers to achieving economic power.

But in the long run (and maybe even in

the short run) companies, nations and

regions with better skilled and

educated people have a distinct edge.

 

Engagement each post generated

MEETING TODAY’S CHALLENGES
THROUGH ENTERPRISE LEARNING

The enterprise learning function

operates at an especially important

leverage point in the entire talent

management cycle. In an ever-

changing world, enterprise learning can

develop workforces with the

capabilities and skills necessary to

propel their organizations toward

distinctive competitive advantage and

performance. In industries where rapid

introduction of new products and

services has made the work and

information environment excessively

complex, learning methods and tools

can be the difference between holding

onto customers through excellent

service or losing them forever.

 

Where competition for top talent is

especially fierce, learning opportunities

can be the deciding factor in an

employee’s decision to sign on,

and then stay, with a company.

 



INTEGRATED LEARNING
OUTSOURCING

SOLUTIONS FROM IADC
TO DRIVE 

 PERFORMANCE AT
SCALE

For organizations looking for a

strategic outsourcing collaborator

to help them achieve greater

business results through enterprise

learning and talent development,

IADC provides proven, integrated

and comprehensive outsourcing

services. Supported by innovative

learning solutions, leading-edge

technologies and an impressive

delivery network, IADC helps

clients execute strategy more

effectively, improve employee

productivity, reduce costs and

create more enterprise value from

learning.
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MONTHLY
TOTAL
ENGAGEMENT

IADC Learning Services is an

integrated, end-to-end service offering

that provides scalable, proven and

cost-effective learning and talent

management solutions aligned with

business strategy and designed to

produce measurable improvements in

business performance. By tapping into

IADC’s deep learning capabilities on an

outsourced basis, organizations can

drive better performance in their

learning function, while enabling their

executive teams to focus more

effectively on their organization’s core

competencies and key strategies. 
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Creating efficiencies of scale is one

important benefit of working with

IADC. Leveraging a shared services

model and efficient delivery network,

IADC helps organizations create a

more nimble and cost-effective

learning function. Even more

important, however, IADC helps

companies create a talent-powered

organization with distinctive workforce

capabilities that can drive market

differentiation and sustainable

advantage.

IADC offers proven learning solutions

and outsourcing services across the

range of enterprise learning processes

and activities—from strategy and

planning, to content design and

development, to cost-effective delivery,

to administration, to the application of

today’s most innovative technologies,

to proprietary methods and processes

to keep learning investments aligned

with business needs and results.

With a broad and deep talent

management perspective, IADC also

offers consulting experience, providing

guidance with workforce and talent

strategy, establishing innovative

capabilities and workforce

development programs, and

deepening related talent

management capabilities such as

career planning, performance

management and rewards.

 

 

IADC developed and delivered the first

end-to-end learning outsourcing

arrangement in the industry in

Vietnam and has continued to define

the learning outsourcing marketplace.
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MEASURABLE
BENEFITS

DELIVERING MEASURABLE IMPROVEMENTS IN
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE THROUGH
LEARNING SERVICES OUTSOURCING. 

Improved Learning
A learning program for sales and service

engineers increased learning retention for

the group by 35 percent in twelve months.

 

Increased Productivity
An enterprise learning outsourcing

program reduced time to proficiency for

new hires in a customer service

organization by 33 percent while reducing

classroom time by 13 percent.

 

Profit Growth
A Web-based learning program for a major

insurance company increased compliance

among call center staff by nine percent.

 

Cost Reduction
Typical savings realized by IADC clients

from a learning outsourcing arrangement

are in the 15 percent to 30 percent range.

These savings are achieved through an

industrialized approach to delivering

efficiencies in back-office training

administration, design and delivery.

 

Access to innovation and expertise
Access to broad and deep knowledge

about advanced learning solutions is a key

benefit of an outsourcing relationship with

IADC. Outsourcing can be the opportunity

for innovation in the manner in which

learning and knowledge management

makes an impact on business

performance. 

 

 

Learning that generates value from a
broader talent management
perspective 
Employee development and learning

must be planned and executed with the

knowledge that these activities are part of

a larger talent management lifecycle that

includes defining and deploying talent,

developing workforce capabilities,

measuring and managing performance

and then retaining top talent..

 

Greater centralization and quality
control
Learning outsourcing gives companies

more control over both learning

outcomes and learning spend.

Outsourcing is a way to gain broader

visibility into spending, to identify and

execute opportunities for rationalization,

and then to manage spending more

effectively through better vendor

management.

 

More consistency
Consistency in learning is one key benefit

of a good outsourcing arrangement.

Especially in areas where certification of

skills is necessary, outsourcing can provide

more consistent skill development

throughout an organization’s most

important workforces, supporting the

achievement of clearly defined business

goals.

 

Scalability
Scalability is another advantage of

learning outsourcing. If a sales

improvement course, for example, delivers

positive business results in one part of the

region, In a national or global outsourcing

arrangement lets an organization more

easily deploy the learning program in

other parts of the country and world.

 



"FOR ORGANIZATIONS SEEKING TO REINVENT THEIR TALENT

MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES THROUGH A STRATEGIC OUTSOURCING

COLLABORATION FOCUSED ON THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION, IADC

OFFERS DISTINCTIVE ASSETS AND RESOURCES ACROSS THE FULL

RANGE OF LEARNING OUTSOURCING ACTIVITIES (SEE FIGURE 1)."

INTEGRATED, END-TO-END
LEARNING OUTSOURCING
SERVICES

Figure 1 : IADC provides proven, integrated and

comprehensive learning outsourcing services.
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Planning and Alignment
Based on an organization’s business and

talent strategy, Accenture helps its clients

devise and execute a learning strategy

tied to business needs and strategic

objectives. We then work closely with

clients to plan, design and manage the

curriculum required to execute the

learning strategy, always keeping in mind

an organization’s budget and priorities

Content Design and Development
IADC offers advanced methods and assets

to build, buy and reuse innovative,

relevant and effective learning content.

We offer an all-inclusive package of

content design and development services,

including: planning, design, content and

assessment development, certification

and competency development and

maintenance, course conversion and

migration, content maintenance,

translation and localization. 

 

Additionally, we enrich the curriculum by

complementing existing offerings with an

extensive library of market-leading

courses at competitive prices by

leveraging our third-party vendor

relationships.

LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT
OUTSOURCING
SERVICES

Delivery
IADC is a leader in providing innovative,

reliable and results- oriented learning

delivery. Our comprehensive delivery

services include important areas such as

demand planning and capacity

management, as well as session

management, scheduling, learner

eligibility and enrollment. We also attend

to the details of facilities management,

and equipment and technology support

Administration and Support Services
IADC’s Learning Administration

capabilities are supported by a

comprehensive, fully-integrated and

entirely Web-based infrastructure with a

modular, plug-in architecture. The IADC

Learning Management System has been

deployed in nine languages and provides

global access to learner records, course

descriptions, registration and assessments.

IADC also offers important learning

support services such as tracking, catalog

management and help-desk.

 

Common, consistent feedback about all

learning assets which helps IADC

proactively manage the quality of the

content delivered. Comprehensive

reporting to improve management

decision making and better align the

overall education investment with

business needs.
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Clients benefit from a

powerful combination of an

experienced learning

outsourcing team,

complemented professionals

from the IADC Technology

line. This network of deeply-

skilled talent management

practitioners has extensive

experience across a range of

talent, organization, human

resources, learning and

change management

capabilities.

CONTACT US

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW YOU CAN
ACHIEVE HIGH PERFORMANCE THROUGH
LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
OUTSOURCING SERVICES FROM IADC, VISIT
US AT
 
WWW.IAMDREAMCATCHER.COM/LEARNING

ABOUT I AM DREAM CATCHER

LIMITED

IADC IS A LEADING, TALENT

SERVICES AND OUTSOURCING

COMPANY, WITH MORE THAN 100

PEOPLE SERVING CLIENTS IN

ASEAN. COMBINING

UNPARALLELED EXPERIENCE,

COMPREHENSIVE CAPABILITIES

ACROSS INDUSTRIES AND

BUSINESS FUNCTIONS. IADC

COLLABORATES WITH CLIENTS TO

HELP THEM BECOME HIGH-

PERFORMANCE BUSINESSES.

WWW.IAMDREAMCATCHER.COM


